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IRISH TUNES WORKSHOP
Welcome to the Sandford Festival Irish Tunes Workshop. For todays workshop I've
chosen 4 sets of tunes; reels, jigs, slip jigs, and polkas. In traditional Irish music most
of the time tunes are played in sets or groups with the exception of a type of tune
known as a set dance( e.g ''Three Sea Captains'', ''Humours of Bandon''). These types
of tunes are played specifically for a particular dance and are normally played on
their own. I've included one of my favourite set dance tunes, ''St. Patrick's Day'', in
addition to the 4 sets of tunes. Rather confusingly the term set dancing also refers to
the social dancing that is so much a part of Irish culture, where you see 4 couples
dancing a ''set'', or 2 couples dancing a half set. This is part of the ancestral basis of
much of Australian Bush Dancing.
On the recording I play each tune through twice and then go into the next tune, much
as you would hear the tunes played at a ''session'' but played at a moderate tempo.
Sheet music is a handy tool to aid learning but is not the definitive way to play a tune,
at least not in Irish music. I often use transcriptions to get me started but I start
deviating from the sheet music once my fingers have got the gist of the tune. I add in
ornamentation, change a note here or there, and adapt the tune for my instrument. I
regularly learn a tune on the banjo only to re - learn it on guitar with quite a few
changes. Your choice of instrument will affect how you play a tune. Phrases that
work on an accordion might not sound so good on a fiddle. How you breathe on a
flute/ tin whistle is vital but is of no concern to a piper even though the fingering is
similar.
The one aspect of music that is common to all instruments is tempo and it is most
important to play at a tempo that you are comfortable with. If you play too fast you'll
develop all sorts of problems; slurred notes, wrong notes, irregular rhythmic patterns,
tonal problems, frustration, and, perhaps worst of all, muscle tension. So if you find
it's not all ''coming together'' try slowing it down. You can always take things up a
notch if needs be. Speed is a by product of many years of playing and practising
every day.
But above all.......
Happy Playing
Regards
Tony O'Rourke
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Crossing The Shannon / Mary O'Neill's Fancy (reels)
Sean Buí / Green Fields Of Woodford (jigs)
Maire Rua / Na Ceannabháin Bhána (slip jigs)
Paddy's Polkas Nos. 1 & 2 (polkas)
St. Patrick's Day (set dance)
About The Tunes
Modes In Irish Music
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ABOUT THE TUNES
Reels: Crossing The Shannon/ Mary O'Neill's Fancy
Reels are written in 2/2, that is 2 groups of 4 quavers, although they often appear as
4/4 with 2 groups of 4 quavers or 4 groups of 2 quavers. The difference is very subtle
and the arguments for or against can become quite heated at times. In my case I
follow O'Neill who transcribed in 2/2. I learnt ''Crossing The Shannon'' from the
playing of Seán McManus who played for many years at Melbourne's Bunratty Castle
restaurant. Our paths never crossed anywhere near as much as I would have liked but
everytime they did he would always start off with this tune. Chief Francis O'Neill, the
author of the O'Neill's tune books apparently had a niece by the name of Mary and
this tune may well have a connection to her.
Jigs: Seán Buí literally translates as Yellow John, but is a derogatory term for John
Bull, the Prime Minister of England, or John of the yellow crown. I don't speak much
Irish but is quite apparent that it is a very poetic language. I learnt this tune from that
fine banjo player Angelina Carberry. The Green Fields Of Woodford is named after
Woodford in south east Galway, a region rich in musical heritage. Fr. P.J Kelly, Jack
Coen, Msg. Charlie Coen, Aggy White, and the Ballinakil Ceili Band to mention just
a few. I learnt this tune of one of Clare's finest musicians, concertina player Dympna
O'Sullivan(RIP). She was the source of many tunes I play.
Slip Jigs: Slip Jigs are written in 9/8 but look at them as 3 groups of notes, either 3
quavers, a crotchet/quaver, or a dotted crotchet making up one group. They often
have As Gailge titles and many of them have their origins as songs in the Irish
language. Maire Rua (red haired Mary) may refer to the wife of Conor O'Brien who
was killed in a battle against Cromwell's invaders. Na Ceannabháin Bhána is a song
and refers to the Fair Haired Canavans. It's origins, like so much Irish music, lie in
Conemara, an Irish speaking area in the west of Galway.
Polkas: The traditional home of polkas is in the south west of Ireland, Cork, Kerry,
and West Limerick but these two tunes came from East Clare accordionist Josephine
Marsh who learnt them from her father Pat, a concertina player. Clare concertina
player Cathy Custy, now living in Melbourne, played on the track. Note that the first
tune is in a D Dorian Mode, a type of minor scale used widely in Irish music. The D
Dorian mode has the same notes as C Major.
Set Dance: St. Patricks Day is in jig time(6/8), and is played the same as a jig but....
Almost all set dances are in jig or hornpipe time but invariably are played at a much
slower tempo than ''normal''. Also you'll often find an unusual amount of bars in a
tune. In St. Patricks Day there are 8 bars in the A Part but 14 in the B part. It's also
worth noting that if you are ever asked to play for a step dancer that it is the
prerogative of the dancer to set the tempo. It can be quite an education for a musician
to spend a day watching step dancing competitions to see the interaction between the
music and the dancing, even if, as occurs often, the music is prerecorded. Other well
known set dances include ''Three Sea Captains'', ''Humours Of Bandon'', ''Garden Of
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Daisies'', and a tune often listed as a hornpipe but is in fact a set dance, “King Of The
Fairies''. You don't often hear set dances at sessions, but they are lovely pieces of
music and well worth devoting time to.
MODES IN IRISH MUSIC
Four scales,or modes, are commonly used in Irish music: the Ionian, Mixolydian,
Dorian, and Aeolian, the latter 2 being minor scales.
IONIAN: More commonly referred to as the Major scale, this is the most widely
used scale in Irish music in such tunes as Miss McCloud’s,Off to
California,Blackthorn Stick etc. The most popular keys are G and D, with stringed
instruments often using A. Also C and F are sometimes used. Keys with more than 3
sharps or 2 flats are rarely encountered.
MIXOLYDIAN: Examples of this mode can be found in such tunes as My Love Is
In America, Langstrom’s Pony, and Rakish Paddy. There is one note different
between the Ionian and Mixolydian : the seventh note of the Ionian is flattened a
semitone to form the Mixolydian. A contrasting example of these two modes can be
found in the well known Lennon/McCartney song “With A Little Help From My
Friends”.The verse in this song is set in the Ionian mode, whilst the chorus is in the
Mixolydian mode.
DORIAN: One of two minor scales used in Irish music. Examples of tunes in this
mode are: Star of Munster, Pigeon On The Gate,Green Groves of Erin, and Julia
Delaney’s. The majority of Irish “minor” tunes use this mode.
AEOLIAN: This mode, also known as the Pure Minor, will often be found in tunes
that begin, for example in Aminor,and then change to C Major for the second part.
Some examples are Paddy Lynn’s Delight and The Galtee Reel.
TIME SIGNATURES
I often come across Irish music transcriptions that use a variety of time signatures for
one type of tune. For instance I've seen reels with time signatures in 4/4(two groups
of 4 quavers), 4/4(4 groups of 2 quavers), 2/4(using semi quavers), and no time
signature at all. I've seen polkas in 4/4 with crotchets and minums. In the vain hope
that one day the transcribing of Irish music will have a standardised format of time
signature notation, I offer my method for consideration:
I use the following time signatures when transcribing Irish music:
Reels and Hornpipes: 2/2 or
Jigs and Single Jigs 6/8 Slip Jigs 9/8
Slides 12/8 Marches and Polkas 2/4
A lot of the way we transcribe music is convention and I've always followed O'Neill's
methods, which I've always thought as being “gramatically” correct in a music sense.
For example, you can transcribe jigs in 4/4 using triplets.... please don't!!
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tony O'Rourke is a Melbourne born musician who plays guitar,tenor banjo,
mandolin, and Irish style bouzouki. Aside from Irish music he also performs and
teaches bluegrass and bluegrass gospel music. He studied jazz guitar at Bruce
Clarke's Guitar Workshop for 5 years in the 1970s before hearing the music of
Norman Blake at which point he started his long journey into folk music styles of
both North America and Ireland. In 1986 he was awarded The Tim Whelan Tune
Writing Award for his composition “The Town Of Uranquinty”, in 1987 placed 2nd to
his musical friend Andrew Clermont in The National Flatpicking Championship, and
has won numerous instrumental awards at The Frances Folk Gathering in South
Australia. Performance credits include John Carty, Martin Hayes Trio, Antóin
MacGabhann & Mick O'Connor, Danny Spooner, Cobbers, Free Selectors, Dancing
With The Angels Gospel Group, and The Cal Martin Diamond Valley Big Band.
Other publications:
“Maid At The Well” CD, Irish music played on guitar and banjo
“The Green Mountain” CD, Irish music played on guitar and banjo
“Memories Of Leitrim” CD, Irish music played on guitar
“2,100 Chord Dictionary” Book for guitar
“Flatpick Tunes For Guitar” Book/CD(Bluegrass/Old Timey)
“My Ireland Volume 1” Book/CD Irish Music Tune Book
“My Ireland Volume 2” Book/CD Irish Music Tune Book
“My Ireland Volume 3” Book/CD Irish Music Tune Book
“O'Flatpicking” Book/CD, Tutor for playing Irish music on guitar; EADGBE Tuning
Contact:
aorourke02@tpg.com.au

